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HOW DOES A CONCENTRATOR HELP?
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

Oxygen concentrators reduce the burden on the lungs.File photo  

With the demand for medical oxygen continuing unabated and several States struggling to keep
pace with demand, the oxygen concentrator has emerged as a sought after device. Unlike
medical oxygen sourced from industrial units, which are supplied via cylinders, concentrators are
devices that can be operated at home.

When is an oxygen concentrator needed?

When blood saturation levels drop below 94%, it could be a sign of respiratory distress. Usually
this merits hospitalisation, but due to the surge in COVID-19 cases and oxygen beds in short
supply, the device could help those whose saturation levels range between 88 and 92 if they
can’t access hospital services. Any lower would require more intensive oxygenation and any
higher would mean that an improvement in lung function can obviate the need for such a device.

What does a concentrator do?

An oxygen concentrator takes in air and separates the oxygen and delivers it into a person via a
nasal cannula. Air is 79% nitrogen and 21% oxygen and a concentrator that works by plugging
into a source of electricity delivers air that is upto 95% oxygen. In respiratory infections that
causes oxygen saturation levels to dip below 90%, having an external device supply pure
oxygen eases the burden on the lungs. However in cases of severe respiratory distress, it may
be necessary to provide oxygen that is almost 99% pure and an oxygen concentrator is not up to
that job,

How does it work?

A concentrator consists of a compressor and sieve bed filter. The former squeezes atmospheric
air and also adjusts the pressure at which it is delivered. The sieve bed is made of a material
called Zeolite that separates the nitrogen. There are two sieve beds that work to both release
oxygen into a tank that’s connected to the cannula as well as release the separated nitrogen and
form a continuous loop that keeps producing fresh oxygen.

Are all concentrators the same?

These products come with a variety of specifications. There are those with varying oxygen
outputs. For COVID-19 patients, a device with a 5L-10 L output is recommended. What’s
important though is that it delivers air that contains at least 90% pure oxygen. The cost of these
devices can range from Rs. 40,000 to Rs. 90,000. There are also pulse and continuous flow
concentrators where the latter delivers oxygen at a constant rate and the other uses a sensor to
deliver a puff of oxygen when a user is about to inhale.
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GOVT. GIVES NOD FOR 5G TRIALS
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

Stating that TSPs are encouraged to conduct trials using 5Gi technology in addition to the
already known 5G technology, the statement said the International Telecommunications Union
(ITU) has also approved the 5Gi technology, which was advocated by India, as it facilitates
much larger reach of the 5G towers and radio networks. The 5Gi technology has been
developed by the Indian Institute of Technology, Madras (IIT-M), Centre of Excellence in
Wireless Technology (CEWiT) and IIT Hyderabad.

With 5G technology data, download rates are expected to be 10 times that of 4G while giving up
to three times greater spectrum efficiency. The trials will be on a non-commercial basis.
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HOW LONG IS THE SOLAR SYSTEM'S LONGEST DAY?
VENUS HAS THE ANSWER

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

Data from NASA's Magellan spacecraft and Pioneer Venus Orbiter is used in an undated
composite image of the planet Venus.   | Photo Credit: REUTERS

Data obtained by bouncing radio waves off Venus — treating it, as one scientist said, like a giant
disco ball — is providing new insight into Earth's closest planetary neighbour, including a precise
calculation of the duration of a Venusian day.

The study also measured the tilt of the Venusian axis and size of the planet's core, allowing for a
deeper understanding of an enigmatic world sometimes called Earth's 'evil twin.'

It was already known that Venus has the longest day — the time the planet takes for a single
rotation on its axis — of any planet in our solar system, though there were discrepancies among
previous estimates.

The study found that a single Venusian rotation takes 243.0226 Earth days. That means a day
lasts longer than a year on Venus, which makes a complete orbit around the sun in 225 Earth
days.

The Hindu Explains | What does the detected presence of phosphine on Venus mean?

The researchers transmitted radio waves toward Venus 21 times from 2006 to 2020 from
NASA's Goldstone Antenna in the Mojave Desert of California and studied the radio echo, which
provided information on certain planetary traits, at Goldstone and at the Green Bank
Observatory in West Virginia.

"Each individual measurement was obtained by treating Venus as a giant disco ball. We
illuminated Venus with a giant flashlight, the radar at Goldstone, and observed the reflections as
they swept over the surface of the Earth," said UCLA planetary astronomy professor Jean-Luc
Margot, who led the study published in the journal Nature Astronomy. "Venus is an amazing
laboratory for understanding planet formation and evolution, and it's a stone's throw away. There
are likely billions of Venus-like planets in the galaxy."

The new data showed that the Venusian planetary core has a diameter of about 4,360 miles
(7,000 km), comparable to Earth's core. Previous Venus core estimates had been based on
computer modeling rather than observational data. Its core is almost certainly composed of iron
and nickel, though it is unclear whether it is solid or molten, Margot said.

Venus spins on its axis almost upright - meaning it lacks discernable seasons — while Earth has
more of a tilt. The study calculated the Venusian tilt at about 2.64 degrees. Earth's is about 23.5
degrees.

Venus, the second planet from the sun, is similar in structure but slightly smaller than Earth, with
a diameter of about 7,500 miles (12,000 km). Above its foreboding landscape is a thick and toxic
atmosphere that consists primarily of carbon dioxide, with clouds of sulfuric acid droplets. With a
runaway greenhouse effect, its surface temperatures reach 880 degrees Fahrenheit (471
degrees Celsius), hot enough to melt lead.

https://www.thehindu.com/profile/photographers/REUTERS/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41550-021-01339-7
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Understanding the discovery of phosphine gas on Venus | The Hindu In Focus podcast

Venus spins from east to west, the opposite direction from all other planets in our solar system
but Uranus. In another quirk, its day-night cycle - the time between sunrises as opposed to the
length of a single axial spin - takes 117 Earth days because Venus rotates in the direction
opposite of its orbital path around the sun.

Venus has received less scientific attention than Mars, Earth's other planetary next-door
neighbor, and other solar system destinations.

"I don't think that Venus would be more difficult to understand than other planets if we had
adequate data, but there is a deplorable scarcity of data about Venus," Margot said. "There have
been no NASA missions to Venus in almost 30 years and about a dozen NASA missions to
Mars in this time interval," Margot said, adding that the new findings on how Venus spins could
help any future landing attempts.

Please enter a valid email address.

Mr. Collins was part of the three-man Apollo 11 crew that effectively ended the space race
between the United States and Russia
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BEST FROM SCIENCE JOURNALS: ICY CLOUDS ON
MARS
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

Illustration of NASA’s Perseverance rover at work within the Jezero Crater on Mars. Credit:
NASA/JPL-Caltech  

(Subscribe to Science For All, our weekly newsletter, where we aim to take the jargon out of
science and put the fun in. Click here.)

Published in PNAS

About four billion years ago, Mars had a water-rich environment. Despite receiving just 30% of
the Earth’s present-day sunshine, how did Mars have flowing rivers? A new study that used a
computer model shows that Mars could have had a thin layer of icy, high-altitude clouds that
caused a greenhouse effect.

Germany could lose last glaciers in 10 years

Published in Nature

An international team that studied all the world's glaciers - around 2,20,000 in total - found that
over the past two decades glaciers have rapidly lost thickness and mass. "The situation in the
Himalayas is particularly worrying," explains lead author Romain Hugonnet, in a release. “During
the dry season, glacial meltwater is an important source that feeds major waterways such as the
Ganges, Brahmaputra and Indus rivers. Right now, this increased melting acts as a buffer for
people living in the region, but if Himalayan glacier shrinkage keeps accelerating, populous
countries like India and Bangladesh could face water or food shortages in a few decades."

Published in Science and JGR: Atmospheres

Lightning bolts increase the atmosphere’s ability to cleanse itself or breakdown greenhouse
gases, a team of researchers found. The team noted that extreme amounts of hydroxyl radical
(OH) and hydroperoxyl radical (HO2) were discharged during lightning events. This OH initiates
chemical reactions and breaks down molecules like the greenhouse gas methane.

Published in PNAS

The corals in the Gulf of Aqaba, at the northern tip of the Red Sea, have been known to be
resistant to higher temperatures. By studying them at the laboratory researchers have now
decoded the full molecular mechanism behind this resistance. The coral Stylophora pistillata has
a rapid gene expression response and recovery pattern when exposed to heat stress. The team
noted that the algae and bacteria they live in symbiosis with the coral can also withstand
average temperatures 5°C higher than what they typically experience.

Published in Science Advances

A team of international researchers has developed a new method to extract metals directly from
the parent ore deep inside earth. In the new technique, electrodes are drilled into an ore body

https://www.thehindu.com/static/content/edm/science/index.html
https://apc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.pnas.org%2Fcontent%2F118%2F18%2Fe2101959118&data=04%7C01%7Caswathi.p%40thehindu.co.in%7C189eb884229d45c4581008d90fa7ba20%7Cc8f171fb8e124c1286ff9108c97b8963%7C0%7C0%7C637558035329606011%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=76mhLE9E8IAESz0mo4jSpuJqwgW1fZEkloggNc4mMrI%3D&reserved=0
https://apc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.pnas.org%2Fcontent%2F118%2F18%2Fe2101959118&data=04%7C01%7Caswathi.p%40thehindu.co.in%7C189eb884229d45c4581008d90fa7ba20%7Cc8f171fb8e124c1286ff9108c97b8963%7C0%7C0%7C637558035329606011%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=76mhLE9E8IAESz0mo4jSpuJqwgW1fZEkloggNc4mMrI%3D&reserved=0
https://apc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nature.com%2Farticles%2Fs41586-021-03436-z&data=04%7C01%7Caswathi.p%40thehindu.co.in%7C189eb884229d45c4581008d90fa7ba20%7Cc8f171fb8e124c1286ff9108c97b8963%7C0%7C0%7C637558035329616006%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=iMEIZAwBgKZoXPJiSQ6VBiYL%2Bp8xp1EPzIjkFjl2%2F%2BU%3D&reserved=0
https://apc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.nature.com%2Farticles%2Fs41586-021-03436-z&data=04%7C01%7Caswathi.p%40thehindu.co.in%7C189eb884229d45c4581008d90fa7ba20%7Cc8f171fb8e124c1286ff9108c97b8963%7C0%7C0%7C637558035329616006%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=iMEIZAwBgKZoXPJiSQ6VBiYL%2Bp8xp1EPzIjkFjl2%2F%2BU%3D&reserved=0
https://apc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fscience.sciencemag.org%2Fcontent%2Fearly%2F2021%2F04%2F28%2Fscience.abg0492&data=04%7C01%7Caswathi.p%40thehindu.co.in%7C189eb884229d45c4581008d90fa7ba20%7Cc8f171fb8e124c1286ff9108c97b8963%7C0%7C0%7C637558035329635994%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=tfCtx17b3OgXI%2FfGvqFuH4K%2BNe2aDFzDHCaoB74AQKI%3D&reserved=0
https://apc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fagupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com%2Fdoi%2F10.1029%2F2021JD034557&data=04%7C01%7Caswathi.p%40thehindu.co.in%7C189eb884229d45c4581008d90fa7ba20%7Cc8f171fb8e124c1286ff9108c97b8963%7C0%7C0%7C637558035329635994%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=RhjuOUamswX1SR0E3jAhJPheYDFvONMp6wX5EI9q%2Fc4%3D&reserved=0
https://apc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.pnas.org%2Fcontent%2F118%2F19%2Fe2023298118&data=04%7C01%7Caswathi.p%40thehindu.co.in%7C189eb884229d45c4581008d90fa7ba20%7Cc8f171fb8e124c1286ff9108c97b8963%7C0%7C0%7C637558035329616006%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=pRSfPKcvkXCqbJdTBajS1ZildGgaNv%2FbMjfwm2%2FPJnU%3D&reserved=0
https://apc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.pnas.org%2Fcontent%2F118%2F19%2Fe2023298118&data=04%7C01%7Caswathi.p%40thehindu.co.in%7C189eb884229d45c4581008d90fa7ba20%7Cc8f171fb8e124c1286ff9108c97b8963%7C0%7C0%7C637558035329616006%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=pRSfPKcvkXCqbJdTBajS1ZildGgaNv%2FbMjfwm2%2FPJnU%3D&reserved=0
https://apc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fadvances.sciencemag.org%2Fcontent%2F7%2F18%2Feabf9971&data=04%7C01%7Caswathi.p%40thehindu.co.in%7C189eb884229d45c4581008d90fa7ba20%7Cc8f171fb8e124c1286ff9108c97b8963%7C0%7C0%7C637558035329626002%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=BmzhMHA9Si1I%2F9Y79g7qdFyDACSrjWHGuoN%2F6hHlTLg%3D&reserved=0
https://apc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fadvances.sciencemag.org%2Fcontent%2F7%2F18%2Feabf9971&data=04%7C01%7Caswathi.p%40thehindu.co.in%7C189eb884229d45c4581008d90fa7ba20%7Cc8f171fb8e124c1286ff9108c97b8963%7C0%7C0%7C637558035329626002%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=BmzhMHA9Si1I%2F9Y79g7qdFyDACSrjWHGuoN%2F6hHlTLg%3D&reserved=0
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and an electric current is applied. The team says that this can transport the electrically charged
metal ions, such as copper, through the rock via a process called electromigration.

Please enter a valid email address.

Some genes inherited from Neanderthals help defy the virus, others carry a risk of getting
critically ill
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IBM UNVEILS 2-NANOMETRE CHIP TECHNOLOGY FOR
FASTER COMPUTING
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

IBM unveils 2-nanometre chip technology for faster computing.  

(Subscribe to our Today's Cache newsletter for a quick snapshot of top 5 tech stories. Click here
to subscribe for free.)

For decades, each generation of computer chips got faster and more power-efficient because
their most basic building blocks, called transistors, got smaller.

The pace of those improvements has slowed, but International Business Machines Corp on
Thursday said that silicon has at least one more generational advance in store.

Also Read | Intel graphics chip will tap new version of TSMC 7-nanometer process

IBM introduced what it says is the world's first 2-nanometre chipmaking technology. The
technology could be as much as 45% faster than the mainstream 7-nanometre chips in many of
today's laptops and phones and up to 75% more power efficient, the company said.

The technology likely will take several years to come to market. Once a major manufacturer of
chips, IBM now outsources its high-volume chip production to Samsung Electronics Co Ltd but
maintains a chip manufacturing research centre in Albany, New York that produces test runs of
chips and has joint technology development deals with Samsung and Intel Corp to use IBM's
chipmaking technology.

Also Read | What went into Apple’s new M1 chip?

The 2-nanometre chips will be smaller and faster than today's leading edge 5-nanometre chips,
which are just now showing up in premium smartphones like Apple Inc's iPhone 12 models, and
the 3-nanometre chips expected to come after 5-nanometer.

The technology IBM showed Thursday is the most basic building block of a chip: a transistor,
which acts like an electrical on-off switch to form the 1s and 0s of binary digits at that foundation
of all modern computing.

Also Read | Samsung considers four sites in U.S. for $17 bln chip plant

Making the switches very tiny makes them faster and more power efficient, but it also creates
problems with electrons leaking when the switches are supposed to be off. Darío Gil, senior vice
president and director of IBM Research, told Reuters in an interview that scientists were able to
drape sheets of insulating material just a few nanometres thick to stop leaks.

"In the end, there's transistors, and everything else (in computing) relies on whether that
transistor gets better or not. And it's not a guarantee that there will be a transistor advance
generation to generation anymore. So it's a big deal every time we get a chance to say there will
be another," Gil said.

https://www.thehindu.com/newsletter-subscription/article31890941.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/technology/intel-graphics-chip-will-tap-new-version-of-tsmc-7-nanometer-process-sources/article33555857.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/technology/gadgets/apple-silicon-m1-chip-explained-16-billion-transistors-neural-engines-secure-enclave/article33070321.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/technology/samsung-considers-four-sites-in-us-for-17-bln-chip-plant/article33980352.ece
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Please enter a valid email address.

Data from research firm IDC showed Apple's shipments surged 22% to a record 90.1 million
phones in the quarter, giving it global market share of 23.4%.

A contest among Wyoming schoolchildren will decide the new supercomputer's name.
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NASA SPACECRAFT STARTS TRIP BACK TO EARTH
AFTER COLLECTING ASTEROID SAMPLES

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

This illustration shows the OSIRIS-REx spacecraft departing asteroid Bennu to begin its two-
year journey back to Earth. Credits: NASA/Goddard/University of Arizona  

A NASA spacecraft, which scientists believe has collected samples from an asteroid, began its
two-year journey back to Earth on Monday.

NASA's OSIRIS-REx spacecraft is attempting to complete a mission to visit Bennu, a
skyscraper-sized asteroid some 320 million km from Earth, survey the surface, collect samples
and deliver them back to Earth.

Staff celebrated at the OSIRIS-REx control room in Colorado as the space vehicle pushed away
from the asteroid, whose acorn-shaped body formed in the early days of our solar system.
OSIRIS-REx arrived at Bennu in 2018.

We’ve studied Bennu from orbit, and now we're getting ready to dig in, literally. A sample of this
primordial rock is now on its way to Earth, where we will analyze it to learn about the origins of
our solar system and life on Earth. https://t.co/6zGB6c4lMU #ToBennuAndBack
pic.twitter.com/hdajX8ehTr

The spacecraft found traces of hydrogen and oxygen molecules - part of the recipe for water and
thus the potential for life - embedded in the asteroid's rocky surface, said Dante Lauretta, the
OSIRIS-REx mission's principal investigator, in 2018.

Water traces found on asteroid Bennu

The trip back to Earth will take about two years. The spacecraft will then eject a capsule
containing the asteroid samples, which NASA says will land in a remote area of Utah.

NASA says samples will be distributed to research laboratories worldwide, but 75% of the
samples will be preserved at the Johnson Space Center in Houston for future generations to
study with technologies not yet created.

The roughly $800 million, minivan-sized OSIRIS-REx spacecraft, built by Lockheed Martin,
launched in 2016 to grab and return the first U.S. sample of pristine asteroid materials. Japan is
the only other country to have accomplished such a feat.

Mission navigation has received confirmation of burn cutoff. #OSIRISREx is headed home with a
souvenir of rocks and dusts from a 4.5-billion-year-old asteroid! #ToBennuAndBack
pic.twitter.com/BmaK1dkPDB

Asteroids are among the leftover debris from the solar system's formation some 4.5 billion years
ago. A sample could hold clues to the origins of life on Earth, scientists say.

Please enter a valid email address.

Researchers sequenced 624 pangolin scales, categorising the species

https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/science/nasas-osiris-rex-tucks-asteroid-samples-into-capsule-for-return-to-earth/article32988862.ece
https://t.co/6zGB6c4lMU
https://twitter.com/hashtag/ToBennuAndBack?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/hdajX8ehTr
https://twitter.com/hashtag/OSIRISREx?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/hashtag/ToBennuAndBack?src=hash&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/BmaK1dkPDB
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-05-13

BEST FROM SCIENCE JOURNALS: TINY INJECTABLE
CHIPS
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

Chips shown in the tip of a hypodermic needle. CREDIT: Chen Shi/Columbia Engineering  

(Subscribe to Science For All, our weekly newsletter, where we aim to take the jargon out of
science and put the fun in. Click here.)

Published in Science Advances

Researchers at Columbia Engineering have built what they say is the world's smallest single-
chip system. The chip is less than 0.1 cubic millimetre in volume, about the size of a dust mite.
Study leader Ken Shepard said in a release that the chip can be used for developing wireless
and miniaturised implantable medical devices.

Published in Nature Communications

Tepary beans (Phaseolus acutifolis A. Gray) found in the United States and Mexico are known
to survive in harsh conditions. By studying the genome, researchers have now decoded the
possible mechanisms behind its resilience to heat stress. They noticed that in tepary bean,
specific genes sensitive to heat stress get activated and protect the plant.

Published in Current Biology

Increasing ocean temperatures may kill off many species of marine animals in the coming
centuries, notes a new study. It adds that most of the survivors would shift away from the
equator. One of the authors Richard Stockey said in a release, “Our analyses indicate that many
equatorial marine animals are living close to their thermal limits in the modern ocean and are
unlikely to be able to adapt to warming oceans over the coming centuries.”

Published in Nature Communications

Under conditions of intense heat and pressure, diamonds are formed deep within the Earth at
about 150 to 200 kilometers under the surface. Now by studying these diamonds researchers
are trying to trace the past geologic events and evolution of our planet. They studied 10
diamonds mined from South Africa and noted that the diamond-formation phase spanned a
possible time frame of 550 million to 300 million years ago.

Published in PNAS

A new study found that “bats encode the world in terms of time and do not translate time into
distance.” This means that when a bat locates an insect, it perceives the prey as being at a
distance of nine milliseconds, and not one and a half meters. The team also found that bats
have this ability to know the speed of sound from birth and is not an acquired or learned talent.

Please enter a valid email address.

Animal remains have also been found, including the aurochs, a large extinct bovine.

https://www.thehindu.com/static/content/edm/science/index.html
https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/7/19/eabf6312
https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/7/19/eabf6312
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-22858-x#Sec2
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-22858-x#Sec2
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2021.04.021
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2021.04.021
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-22860-3
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-22860-3
https://www.pnas.org/content/118/19/e2024352118
https://www.pnas.org/content/118/19/e2024352118
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-05-13

NASA'S VOYAGER 1 DETECTS THE EERIE HUM OF
INTERSTELLAR SPACE

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

In an artist's depiction, the Voyager 1 craft continues to cruise through interstellar space. Credit:
NASA/JPL-Caltech  

The classic 1979 sci-fi horror film "Alien" was advertised with the memorable tagline, "In space
no can hear you scream." It did not say anything about humming.

Instruments aboard NASA's Voyager 1 spacecraft, which nine years ago exited our solar
system's outer reaches, have detected a faint monotonous hum caused by the constant
vibrations of the small amounts of gas found in the near-emptiness of interstellar space,
scientists said.

It essentially represents the background noise present in the vast expanse between star
systems. These vibrations, called persistent plasma waves, were identified at radio frequencies
in a narrow bandwidth during a three-year period as Voyager 1 traverses interstellar space.

"The persistent plasma waves that we've just discovered are far too weak to actually hear with
the human ear. If we could hear it, it would sound like a single steady note, playing constantly
but changing very slightly over time," said Stella Koch Ocker, a Cornell University doctoral
student in astronomy and lead author of the study published this week in the journal Nature
Astronomy.

A global selfie

The Voyager 1 spacecraft, launched in September 1977, is currently located about 14.1 billion
miles (22.7 billion km) from Earth — roughly 152 times the distance between our planet and the
sun — and is still obtaining and transmitting data.

Having decades ago visited the huge planets Jupiter and Saturn, Voyager 1 is now providing
insight into interstellar space.

The immense regions between star systems in a galaxy are not a complete vacuum. The stew of
matter and radiation present in low densities — mostly gas — is called the interstellar medium.
About 15% of the visible matter in our Milky Way galaxy is composed of this interstellar gas, dust
and energetic particles like cosmic rays.

Much of the interstellar medium is in what is called an ionized, or electrically charged, state
called plasma.

"Interstellar plasma is extremely diffuse compared to what we're used to on Earth. In this
plasma, there are about 0.1 atoms for every cubic centimeter, whereas the air we breathe on
Earth has billions of atoms for every cubic centimeter," Ocker said.

Voyager 1 previously detected disturbances in the gas in interstellar space triggered by
occasional flares from our sun. The new study instead reveals the steady vibrations unrelated to
solar activity that could be a constant feature in interstellar space. This hum has a frequency of
about 3 kilohertz (kHz).

https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/Voyager-1-is-out-of-the-Solar-System/article11867853.ece
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41550-021-01363-7
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41550-021-01363-7
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"When the plasma oscillations are converted to an audio signal, it sounds like a tone that varies.
It's a bit eerie," said Cornell University astronomy professor and study co-author James Cordes.

After 44 years of travel, Voyager 1 is the most distant human-made object in space.

"Voyager 1 will keep going but its power supply will run out most likely this decade after up to 50
years of service," Cordes said. "There are conceptual designs being made for future probes
whose intended purpose is to reach further than the Voyager spacecraft. That is the message I
find appealing: our reach is expanding into interstellar space."

Please enter a valid email address.

Animal remains have also been found, including the aurochs, a large extinct bovine.
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WHAT’S IRON DOME SYSTEM?
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Defence related developments

The Iron Dome system intercepting rockets fired from the Gaza Strip.AFPJACK GUEZ  

The Iron Dome aerial defence system intercepted a Hamas Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) on
Friday that crossed from Gaza into Israel, Israeli Defence Forces (IDF) said on social media.
The IDF said on Thursday that in the last three days, Hamas has fired more than 1,500 rockets
from Gaza all the way into Israel. The night sky over Israel has been ablaze with interceptor
missiles from Iron Dome shooting down the incoming rockets in the sky. So what is the Iron
Dome system?

Multi-mission

Iron Dome is a multi-mission system capable of intercepting rockets, artillery, mortars and
Precision Guided Munitions like very short range air defence (V-SHORAD) systems as well as
aircraft, helicopters and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) over short ranges of up to 70 km. It is
an all-weather system and can engage multiple targets simultaneously and be deployed over
land and sea.

Iron Dome is manufactured by Rafael Advanced Defence Systems and has been in service with
Israeli Air Force since 2011. The radar system was developed by Elta. Its development was
prompted after a series of rocket attacks on Israel by Hezbollah and Hamas in the 2000s. In the
2006 Lebanon war, around 4,000 rockets were fired on the northern parts of Israel resulting in
the death of about 44 Israeli civilians and and evacuation of around 250,000 citizens following
the development of the system was taken up.

How does it work?

An Iron Dome battery consists of a battle management control unit, a detection and tracking
radar and a firing unit of three vertical launchers, with 20 interceptor missiles each. The
interceptor missile uses a proximity fuse to detonate the target warhead in the air. The Iron
Dome is deployed in a layered defence along with David’s Sling and Arrow missile defence
system which are designed for medium- and long-range threats.

According to a 2013 research paper by Yiftah S. Shapur titled ‘Lessons from the Iron Dome’ in
Military and Strategic Affairs , one of the system’s important advantages is its ability to identify
the anticipated point of impact of the threatening rocket, to calculate whether it will fall in a built-
up area or not, and to decide on this basis whether or not to engage it.

This prevents unnecessary interception of rockets that will fall in open areas and thus not cause
damage, the paper states.

The system has intercepted thousands of rockets so far and, according to Rafael, its success
rate is over 90%. The I-DOME is the mobile variant with all components on a single truck and C-
DOME is the naval version for deployment on ships.

The system has performed very well so far. However, the system can see limitations when it is
overwhelmed with a barrage of projectiles. “The system has a ‘saturation point’. It is capable of
engaging a certain (unpublished) number of targets at the same time, and no more. Additional
rockets fired in a crowded salvo could succeed in breaching defences and cause damage,” Mr.
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Shapur says in the paper.

Mitigating strategies

Several assessments suggest that Hamas is developing mitigating strategies including lowering
the trajectories of the projectiles while also continuing to accumulate thousands of rockets with
improved precision. According to Mr. Shapur, one of the possible limitations is the system’s
inability to cope with very short range threats as estimates put the Iron Dome’s minimum
interception range at 5-7 km. The other factor is the cost of interception is high. The cost of the
interceptor missile is about $40,000-50,000, according to Mr. Shapur.

According to a November 2017 commentary on RAND Corporation blog by Elizabeth M. Bartels,
the system is built to intercept a certain of projectiles and can be overwhelmed by a more
capable adversary. According to Ms. Bartels, the planning scenario for a war with “Hezbollah
involves 1,000-1,500 rockets per day fired at Israeli population centres.” Taking North Korea as
a context, the study puts estimates of forward-deployed conventional artillery of North Korea
would be “capable of firing 500,000 shells an hour for several hours, or firing tens-of-thousands
of shells per day over an extended period.” “This rate of fire would easily overwhelm a variant of
Iron Dome, which is currently being proposed as a solution,” it state.
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MARS LANDING GIVES CHINA’S SPACE PROGRAMME
A LEG-UP

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

China landed a spacecraft on Mars carrying its first Mars rover in a big boost to its space
ambitions, the country’s space agency said on Saturday.

China had in July last year launched its first Mars mission, called Tianwen-1, meaning Questions
to Heaven, carrying a lander and rover. Tianwen-1 had been in orbit since February, and on
Saturday, a lander descended successfully on to the surface of the red planet carrying a rover
named Zhurong, named after a god of fire for a planet known in Chinese as the planet of fire.
Only the Soviet Union and the U.S. had previously carried out a successful landing on Mars.

China’s official media described “nine minutes of terror” during the descent — the hardest part of
the mission. The descent “was extremely complicated with no ground control, and had to be
performed by the spacecraft autonomously,” Geng Yan, an official at the China National Space
Administration (CNSA) Lunar Exploration and Space Program Center, was quoted as saying by
state media. “Each step had only one chance, and the actions were closely linked. If there had
been any flaw, the landing would have failed,” he said.

The rover will provide “first-hand materials for research on the planet’s space environment,
surface topography, and soil structure”, the CNSA said.

China’s leadership sees the space programme as an important part of China’s ambitions to
close the technological gulf with the U.S.

President Xi Jinping on Saturday described the Mars landing as “an important step in China’s
interstellar exploration” and said it had “left a Chinese mark on Mars for the first time” and was
“another landmark progress in China’s space industry development”.

China had previously tried to launch a Mars orbiter along with Russia in 2011, but that failed to
enter orbit. This attempt, on its own, hit the target.

China’s Mars mission, along with lunar mission and space station, is key to its space
programme. In 2019, the fourth lunar probe, Chang’e-4, carried out the world’s first landing on
the far side of the moon. The Mars mission was launched the following year.

China is also investing heavily in its manned space programme, as plans accelerate for its first
space station, set to be functional by the end of next year and only the second space station
after the International Space Station. Last month, a Long March-5B Y2 rocket carried out the
first of three components for the space station, called the Tianhe or Heavenly Harmony module.

Thomas Zurbuchen, of NASA’s Science Mission Directorate, congratulated China. “Together
with the global science community,” he said, “I look forward to the important contributions this
mission will make to humanity’s understanding of the Red Planet.”
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BEST FROM SCIENCE JOURNALS: ALIEN
RADIOACTIVE ELEMENT
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

The warped shape of the stellar disk of the Milky Way galaxy, determined by mapping the
distribution of young stars called Cepheids with distances set out in light years, is seen in this
illustration released on August 1, 2019.   | Photo Credit: REUTERS

(Subscribe to Science For All, our weekly newsletter, where we aim to take the jargon out of
science and put the fun in. Click here.)

Published in Science

Researchers studying tiny traces of plutonium-244 and radioactive iron-60 collected from deep
ocean crust noted that the two isotopes could be evidence of violent cosmic events that took
place near Earth millions of years ago. "The story is complicated - possibly this plutonium-244
was produced in supernova explosions or it could be leftover from a much older, but even more
spectacular event such as a neutron star detonation," lead author of the study, Anton Wallner
said in a release.

Published in Science Advances

Inspired by leaves on a plant, researchers have now created a novel material that can capture
light energy. The team writes that the material displayed an energy transfer efficiency of over
96%, making it one of the most efficient aqueous light-harvesting systems of its kind reported
thus far. They add that it has potential applications in photovoltaics and bioimaging.

Published in PNAS

On July 16, 1945, the world's first nuclear explosion test took place at Alamogordo in New
Mexico. A new material that formed accidentally during the blast has now been discovered.
Similar to previously discovered quasicrystals, this new example also breaks the rules of
classical crystalline materials. The new quasicrystal “was found in a sample of red trinitite, a
combination of glass fused from natural sand and anthropogenic copper from transmission lines
used during the test,” notes the paper.

Published in Nature Communications

Major pollinators are struggling to survive in intensive croplands in the tropics, finds a new study.
Over 4,500 pollinating species, including insects, birds and bats were studied. The team looked
at over 300 studies covering 12,170 sites across North and South America, Europe, and Africa.
Senior author Tim Newbold said in a release: "More than three-quarters of globally important
food crops are at least partly reliant on animal pollination, including nuts, berries, and fruits
grown in tropical areas. As a result, we may see reduced yields of the many tropical crops that
depend on animal pollination.”

Published in Nature Astronomy

About 10 billion years ago, the Milky Way galaxy merged with another satellite galaxy, known as

https://www.thehindu.com/profile/photographers/REUTERS/
https://www.thehindu.com/static/content/edm/science/index.html
https://science.sciencemag.org/content/372/6543/742
https://advances.sciencemag.org/content/7/20/eabg1448
https://www.pnas.org/content/118/22/e2101350118
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-23228-3
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41550-021-01347-7
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Gaia-Enceladus. A new study has now shown what happened to our galaxy after this merger
event. The team writes that many of the stars that were already in the Milky Way ended up in the
thick disc in the middle of the galaxy, while most that were captured from Gaia-Enceladus are in
the outer halo of the galaxy. The researchers say that these studies will give a sharper view of
the Milky Way’s assembly history and evolution.

Please enter a valid email address.

Space Shuttle Endeavour was the fifth and final operational shuttle built as part of NASA’s
Space Shuttle programme. During its nearly two decades of active duty from May 1992 to May
2011, Endeavour embarked on 25 successful missions. A.S.Ganesh takes a look at some of the
highlights from Endeavour’s voyages...
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IIT ROPAR DEVELOPS UNIQUE DETECTOR
‘FAKEBUSTER’ TO DETECT IMPOSTERS ATTENDING A
VIRTUAL CONFERENCE

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Achievements of Indians in science & technology

Children attend online classes at a learning hub in Los Angeles, California.   | Photo Credit: AFP

The Indian Institute of Technology in Punjab's Ropar on Wednesday said that the institute along
with Australia based Monash University has developed a unique detector named ‘FakeBuster’ to
detect imposters attending a virtual conference without anybody’s knowledge.

The detector can also find out faces manipulated on social media to defame or make joke of
someone, said an official statement.

In the present scenario of pandemic when most of the official meetings and work is being done
online, this standalone solution enables a user to detect if another person's video is manipulated
or spoofed during a video conferencing, it added.

“Sophisticated artificial intelligence techniques have spurred a dramatic increase in manipulation
of media contents. Such techniques keep evolving and become more realistic. That makes
detection difficult”, said Dr. Abhinav Dhall, one of the members of four-man team that developed
the ‘FakeBuster’. Other members include Assistant Professor Ramanathan Subramanian and
two students Vineet Mehta and Parul Gupta.

Countering deepfakes, the most serious AI threat

A paper on this technique — FakeBuster: A DeepFakes Detection Tool for Video Conferencing
Scenarios — was presented in the 26th International Conference on Intelligent User Interfaces,
in USA, last month.

Dr. Dhall said that the usage of manipulated media content in spreading fake news, pornography
and other such online content has been widely observed with major repercussions. He said such
manipulations have recently found their way into video-calling platforms through spoofing tools
based on transfer of facial expressions. These fake facial expressions are often convincing to
human eye and can have serious implications. These real time mimicked visuals (videos) known
as deepfakes can even be used during online examinations and job interviews.

The deepfake detection tool ‘FakeBuster’ works in both online and offline modes. Since the
device can presently be attached with laptops and desktops only “we are aiming to make the
network smaller and lighter to enable it to run on mobile phones-devices as well”, said Mr.
Subramanian. He said the team is working on using the device to detect fake audios also.

The IIT team asserted that ‘FakeBuster’ is one of the first tools to detect imposters during video
conferencing using DeepFake detection technology. The device has already been tested and
would hit the market soon.

Please enter a valid email address.

This could have impact on incurable diseases, so-called undruggable ones like pancreatic
cancer

https://www.thehindu.com/profile/photographers/AFP/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.03321
https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.03321
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Skinks are non-venomous, their inconspicuous limbs make them resemble snakes
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WEEKLY BYTES
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

Illustration of NASA's Volatiles Investigating Polar Exploration Rover on the surface of the Moon.
  | Photo Credit: NASA Ames/Daniel Rutter

(Subscribe to our Today's Cache newsletter for a quick snapshot of top 5 tech stories. Click here
to subscribe for free.)

NASA on Friday shared details about its first mobile robot that will be sent to the Moon in late
2023 in search of ice and other resources on and below the lunar surface. Data from the
Volatiles Investigating Polar Exploration Rover, or VIPER, would help NASA map resources at
the lunar South Pole that could one day be harvested for long-term human exploration at the
Moon, the space agency noted. VIPER will explore the permanently shadowed regions of the
Moon. These areas have not seen sunlight in billions of years and are some of the coldest spots
in the solar system. It will carry four instruments, and use a specialised set of wheels and
suspension system to cover a variety of inclines and soil types on the lunar surface. NASA’s
investment in the mid-size rover for mission development costs and operations is $433.5 million,
according to the space agency. “When astronauts return to the lunar surface for the first time
since 1972, they will follow in VIPER’s wheel prints and land at the lunar South Pole,” it said. In
another space update, China landed a spacecraft on Mars carrying its first Mars rover in a big
boost to its space ambitions.

Microsoft will retire the consumer version of the Internet Explorer (IE) browser on June 15, 2022,
after more than 25 years. The announcement does not affect in-market Windows 10 LTSC or
Server IE 11 desktop applications, as well as the MSHTML engine, it noted in a blog post.
Microsoft recommends IE users to migrate to its Chromium-based Edge browser, which
supports both legacy and modern websites. With the Internet Explorer mode in Edge, users can
get built-in legacy browser support for websites and applications that still require IE browser.
“We found that enterprises have 1,678 legacy apps on average,” the software firm noted, and
added that IE mode support will be available at least through 2029. Microsoft Edge’s features list
has grown since its launch with a focus on bringing privacy and convenience enhancements for
the users, in addition to other productivity and shopping features. Recently, Microsoft also
introduced Kids Mode in Edge. This week, Microsoft launched the personal version of its popular
communication platform, Teams, allowing people to make video calls, chat, and share files with
their friends and family.

Ford on Wednesday unveiled its all-electric F-150 Lightning pickup truck that will be available to
customers next year. F-Series, which is said to be America’s best-selling truck for 44 years, will
take on Tesla’s Cybertruck. The vehicle delivers a targeted 563 horsepower and 775 lb.-ft. of
torque. F-150 Lightning offers an EPA-estimated range of 300 miles (about 483 km) with an
extended-range battery, and supports a maximum 2,000-pound (about 907 kg) payload and up
to 10,000-pound (about 4535 kg) towing capacity. F-150 Lightning has enough energy to power
an entire home and a 400L lockable frunk with power and charging capabilities to spare. Ford
will deploy standard over-the-air software updates to improve the technology experience, as well
as add new features and fix issues. Available in specific models, SYNC 4A, a modern interface
supported by a 15.5-inch touch screen is designed to adapt to driver behaviour. It employs
natural voice control and cloud-connected navigation. In another EV update, battery-powered
electric vehicles sales jumped in the first quarter of 2021, dominated by Chinese automakers.

https://www.thehindu.com/profile/photographers/NASA-Ames-Daniel-Rutter/
https://www.thehindu.com/newsletter-subscription/article31890941.ece
https://www.nasa.gov/viper/rover
https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/chinese-spacecraft-successfully-lands-on-surface-of-mars/article34562542.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/chinese-spacecraft-successfully-lands-on-surface-of-mars/article34562542.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/technology/microsoft-windows-iconic-start-button-turned-25-this-week/article32474993.ece
https://apc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thehindu.com%2Fsci-tech%2Ftechnology%2Finternet%2Fmicrosoft-edge-launches-sleeping-tabs-feature-says-memory-usage-drops-by-32%2Farticle33299138.ece&data=04%7C01%7Cishan.p%40thehindu.co.in%7C080b838016a14ce74a2c08d91cd09dfb%7Cc8f171fb8e124c1286ff9108c97b8963%7C0%7C0%7C637572504611536852%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=iPsCpIpk8G3QIDulHfsuEat3STywMB3ADGlxz5T2T0g%3D&reserved=0
https://apc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thehindu.com%2Fsci-tech%2Ftechnology%2Finternet%2Fmicrosoft-edge-gets-new-productivity-shopping-features%2Farticle33142667.ece&data=04%7C01%7Cishan.p%40thehindu.co.in%7C080b838016a14ce74a2c08d91cd09dfb%7Cc8f171fb8e124c1286ff9108c97b8963%7C0%7C0%7C637572504611536852%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=kafPii9zQty6DyuLe%2Fbx8nidVcqOL4cfdiSgN8T8VWk%3D&reserved=0
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/technology/weekly-bytes-microsoft-edge-kids-mode-epic-games-1-billion-funding-round-and-more/article34342370.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/technology/now-you-can-use-microsoft-teams-to-connect-with-friends-and-family/article34587714.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/technology/now-you-can-use-microsoft-teams-to-connect-with-friends-and-family/article34587714.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/technology/now-you-can-use-microsoft-teams-to-connect-with-friends-and-family/article34587714.ece
https://apc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.thehindu.com%2Fbusiness%2FIndustry%2Ftesla-unveils-first-ever-electric-pickup-truck%2Farticle30046707.ece&data=04%7C01%7Cishan.p%40thehindu.co.in%7C080b838016a14ce74a2c08d91cd09dfb%7Cc8f171fb8e124c1286ff9108c97b8963%7C0%7C0%7C637572504611526895%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=xctVatsoIA7AtbCCc8%2FXYkFxMDJ3zR%2B7N8VET4e1eS4%3D&reserved=0
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BETA Technologies, an Electric Vertical Take-Off and Landing (eVTOL) aircraft maker, closed a
$368 million funding round that included investment from Amazon's Climate Pledge Fund. These
funds will support continued development of an integrated system for Electric Vertical Aviation,
which will reshape how people and cargo move while reducing the environmental impact of
aviation. At the core of this system is ALIA, BETA's electric vertical aircraft, which can carry
1,500 pounds of cargo or up to six people with “zero operational emissions.” This is part of The
Climate Pledge that Amazon co-founded in 2019 with a commitment to be net-zero carbon
across its operations by 2040. The Climate Pledge Fund is a $2 billion investment programme
with previous investments in EV maker Rivian, ZeroAvia, CarbonCure Technologies, Pachama,
Redwood Materials, Turntide Technologies, and Infinium. In a separate development, Wisk
Aero, a flying taxi startup, asked a California court to stop the alleged use of its trade secrets by
rival Archer Aviation.

Google on Wednesday said it will be testing a ‘Follow’ feature in its Chrome browser that is
designed to help people get the latest content from sites they follow. “Our vision is to help
people build a direct connection with their favourite publishers and creators on the web,” it noted
in a blog post. The Chrome feature is built on the open RSS web standard and will be available
to some Android users in the US on Chrome Canary, over the next few weeks, according to the
search giant. Google had its own web feed reader – Google Reader, until it was discontinued in
2013 because of declined usage. The California-based firm said it wants people to follow their
favourite websites, just “by tapping a Follow button in Chrome.” Users can see updates from
those sites in a new Following section on the New Tab page. Google will also provide more
guidance to web publishers as it learns and evaluates whether this feature will graduate from an
experiment to a broader rollout in Chrome, it noted. This week, at Google I/O 2021 the search
giant also unveiled a beta version of Android 12 with more privacy-enhanced features and a
design makeover.

Online dating application, Tinder, has introduced a new artificial intelligence (AI)-powered
feature dubbed Are You Sure? (AYS?) to reduce harassment in the app. The feature uses AI to
detect harmful language and proactively intervenes to warn the sender their message may be
offensive, asking them to pause before hitting send, the dating app noted in a statement, adding
“The AI was built based on what members have reported in the past, and it will continue to
evolve and improve over time.” According to Tinder, AYS? has reduced inappropriate language
in messages sent by over 10% in early testing. The dating app also offers other harm reduction
tools, like ‘Does This Bother You?’, which provides proactive support to members when harmful
language is detected in a message they received. Tinder was the top-ranking app in India and
the U.S., having the highest annual overall consumer spend among non-gaming apps in 2020.
In another AI-related development, Twitter has ditched its image-cropping AI after finding racial
and gender bias.

You can read more at thehindu.com/technology

Please enter a valid email address.

“Android 12 includes the biggest design change in Android's history,” Sameer Samat, VP of
Product Management, Android & Google Play said in a blog post.

Tesla maker is at a critical juncture, and has to re-evaluate its technology and market, while
responding to regulators in the U.S. and China. And it looks like the EV maker is facing a
moment when autopilot may not be the best mode to engage.
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AN EQUIVALENT OF 500 YEARS WASTED ON
CAPTCHA EVERY DAY, CLOUDFLARE SAYS
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

An equivalent of 500 years wasted on CAPTCHA every day.   | Photo Credit: Special
Arrangement

(Subscribe to our Today's Cache newsletter for a quick snapshot of top 5 tech stories. Click here
to subscribe for free.)

Delivery network services (DNS) provider Cloudflare said it wants to replace CAPTCHA with a
new security system after the company’s analysis revealed that time equal to 500 years is
wasted on CAPTCHA every day.

CAPTCHA stands for Completely Automated Public Turing test to tell Computers and Humans
Apart, a way for online services to separate humans from bots. CAPTCHAs might include asking
the user to tap the correct box with pictures of fire hydrants, crosswalks, traffic lights and so on.

The method can be frustrating at times as the user might not see the corner picture with a small
part of traffic light on it.

“A real human should be able to touch or look at their device to prove they are human, without
revealing their identity,” Cloudflare said in a blog post. “We want you to be able to prove that you
are human without revealing which human you are.”

Cloudflare is introducing a new system called Cryptographic Attestation of Personhood. When
challenged on a website, the user clicks on ‘I am human’ and is then prompted to use a security
device to prove themselves. A hardware security key is sent to their computer or tapped on their
mobile phone for wireless signature using NFC. A cryptographic attestation is then sent to the
website upon verification of the test.

The company said that completing the process takes three clicks and about five seconds as
compared with CAPTCHA’s average of 32 seconds.

Cloudflare noted that the challenge protects users’ privacy since the attestation is not uniquely
linked to the user device. However, it added that the initial rollout is limited to a few devices such
as YubiKeys, HyperFIDO keys; and Thetis FIDO U2F keys.

Our code of editorial values
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Here's our curated list of important tech news from this week in byte size.

Tesla maker is at a critical juncture, and has to re-evaluate its technology and market, while
responding to regulators in the U.S. and China. And it looks like the EV maker is facing a
moment when autopilot may not be the best mode to engage.
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FACEBOOK SAYS IT WILL COMPLY WITH NEW IT
RULES

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: IT, Internet and Communications

While the new stricter rules for social media intermediaries such as Facebook, WhatsApp,
Google. Twitter and Telegram, come into effect on Wednesday, a majority of platforms are yet to
fully comply with ‘The Information Technology (Guidelines for Intermediaries and Digital Media
Ethics Code) Rules, 2021’.

There is no clarity on the immediate consequences of non-compliance. However, experts say
these companies could lose the ‘safe harbour’ protection that currently gives them protection
against liability (civil as well as criminal) for content posted on their platform by third party users.

In reply to a query, social media giant Facebook on Tuesday said it “aims to comply” with the
provisions of the revised IT Rules and continues to discuss a few of the issues which need more
engagement with the government.

“Pursuant to the IT Rules, we are working to implement operational processes and improve
efficiencies. Facebook remains committed to people’s ability to freely and safely express
themselves on our platform,” a spokesperson said.

Meanwhile, in an emailed response, instant messaging firm Telegram said it has complied with
“almost all the new IT laws” and has informed the concerned authorities regarding the
compliance in writing. Indian microblogging platform Koo, has said that it has met the
compliance requirements of the new rules.

Twitter and WhatsApp did not comment on the issue.

While Google did not specify whether it was in full compliance with the new rules, a company
spokesperson said, “We respect India’s legislative process and have a long history of
responding to government requests to remove content where the content violates the local law
or our product policies. We have consistently invested in significant product changes, resources,
and personnel to ensure that we’re combating illegal content in an effective and fair way, and in
order to comply with local laws in the jurisdictions that we operate in.”

Prasanth Sugathan, Legal Director at Software Freedom Law Centre, India explained that the
new rules are a set of compliances which the intermediaries have to abide by in order to keep
the safe harbour protection intact.

“The primary consequence of non-compliance...would be that significant social media
intermediaries would end up losing the safe harbour protection granted to them under Section
79 of the IT Act. This could open up an entire plethora of unpleasant possibilities. It could leave
Intermediaries open to incurring liability (civil as well as criminal) for the acts done by third party
users,” he said.

Mr. Sugathan added that the exact scope of criminal liability that these platforms would have to
face, is something one will have to wait and see.
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RULES AND RULERS: THE HINDU EDITORIAL ON
SOCIAL MEDIA CURBS

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: IT, Internet and Communications

It does seem that most if not all global social media giants will miss complying with the new IT
rules of intermediaries, which come into effect today. It would be unfortunate if this non-
compliance were to trigger a further worsening of the already poor relationship between some
social media players and the Government. The new rules were introduced in February. Among
other things, they require the bigger social media platforms, which the rules referred to as
significant social media intermediaries, to adhere to a vastly tighter set of rules within three
months, which ended on May 25. They require these platforms to appoint chief compliance
officers, in order to make sure the rules are followed, nodal officers, to coordinate with law
enforcement agencies, and grievance officers. Another rule requires messaging platforms such
as WhatsApp to trace problematic messages to its originators, raising uneasy questions about
how services that are end-to-end encrypted can adhere to this. There are indeed many
problems with the new rules, not the least of which is the manner in which they were introduced
without much public consultation. There has also been criticism about bringing in a plethora of
new rules that ought to be normally triggered only via legislative action.

But non-compliance can only make things worse, especially in a situation in which the
relationship between some platforms such as Twitter and the Government seems to have
broken down. The latest stand-off between them, over Twitter tagging certain posts by BJP
spokespeople as ‘manipulated media’, has even resulted in the Delhi Police visiting the
company’s offices. Separately, the Government has been fighting WhatsApp over its new
privacy rules. Whatever the back-story, it is important that social media companies fight the new
rules in a court of law if they find them to be problematic. The other option, that of engaging with
the Government, may not work in these strained times. But stonewalling on the question of
compliance can never be justified, even if it is to be assumed that the U.S. Government has their
back. Facebook, on its part, has made all the right noises. It has said that it aims to comply with
the new rules but also needs to engage with the Government on a few issues. What is important
is that the genuine concerns of social media companies are taken on board. Apart from issues
about the rules, there have been problems about creating conditions for compliance during the
pandemic. As reported by The Hindu, five industry bodies, including the CII, FICCI and the U.S.-
India Business Council have sought an extension of 6-12 months for compliance. This is an
opportunity for the Government to hear out the industry, and also shed its high-handed way of
rule-making.
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From the abrogation of the special status of Jammu and Kashmir, to the landmark Ayodhya
verdict, 2019 proved to be an eventful year.
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GERMAN ANTITRUST WATCHDOG INVESTIGATES
GOOGLE OVER DATA USE

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: IT, Internet and Communications

Google said people use its services because they are helpful, not because they are forced to do
so or because they cannot find any alternatives.   | Photo Credit: Reuters

(Subscribe to our Today's Cache newsletter for a quick snapshot of top 5 tech stories. Click here
to subscribe for free.)

Germany's antitrust watchdog has launched a probe into whether Google Germany, Google
Ireland and its parent company Alphabet are exploiting their market dominance in the way they
handle data, it said onTuesday.

The Federal Cartel Office said the investigation would consider whether the tech giant offers
users enough choice in how it uses their data across the wide range of digital services it
provides.

Google said people use its services because they are helpful, not because they are forced to do
so or because they cannot find any alternatives.

"We give people easy control over how their information is used and we limit the use of personal
information," spokesman Ralf Bremer said, adding Google would assist the cartel office with its
inquiries.

The Bonn-based watchdog has made use of enhanced powers it was accorded under recent
reforms to Germany's competition laws to open new probes into Facebook and Amazon over
their data practices.

Also Read | France embraces Google, Microsoft in quest to safeguard sensitive data

In Google's case, it will examine whether its range of digital services, spanning search,
YouTube, Maps, its Android smartphone operating system and Chrome browser, mean the
company has a dominant position across markets.

"Google's business model is fundamentally based on processing the data of its users," cartel
office chief Andreas Mundt said in a statement.

"We will look very closely into the terms on which user data is processed. A central question is
whether consumers have sufficient choice regarding the use of their data by Google, if they want
to use Google services."

The watchdog has sought to treat user data as a competition issue, a position challenged by
critics who say the matter falls under the purview of the European Union's privacy laws.

It imposed restrictions on Facebook's processing of user data in 2019, triggering a lengthy court
battle that has now been referred to the European Court of Justice for an opinion on whether it
overstepped its powers.
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Bengio is expected to lead a new AI research unit at Apple under John Giannandrea, senior vice
president of machine learning and AI strategy, two people familiar with the matter said.
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SUPER BLOOD MOON, PARTIAL LUNAR ECLIPSE TO
BE VISIBLE ON MAY 26

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

In this Wednesday, Jan. 31, 2018 file photo, a super blue blood moon rises behind the 2,500-
year-old Parthenon temple on the Acropolis of Athens, Greece.   | Photo Credit: AP

A total lunar eclipse will occur on May 26 but it will be visible in the country for a short span from
northeastern India, some parts of West Bengal, coastal parts of Odisha and Andaman and
Nicobar Islands.

According to the India Meteorological Department (IMD), the eclipse will be visible in the region
covering South America, North America, Asia, Australia, Antarctica, the Pacific Ocean and the
Indian Ocean.

"From India, just after moonrise, ending of partial phase of the eclipse will be visible for a short
span of time from the northeastern parts (except Sikkim), some parts of West Bengal, some
costal parts of Odisha and Andaman and Nicobar Islands," the IMD said.

The partial phase of the eclipse will begin at 3.15 p.m. and end at 6.23 p.m., while the total
phase will begin at 4.39 p.m. and end at 4.58 p.m.

The eclipse can be seen from Port Blair from 5.38 p.m. and viewed for 45 minutes, the longest
time. It can be seen from Puri and Malda from 6.21 p.m. but can only be viewed for two minutes.

The next lunar eclipse will be visible from India on November 19. It will be a partial lunar eclipse.
The ending of the partial phase of which will be visible for a very short span of time just after
moonrise from extreme northeastern parts of Arunachal Pradesh and Assam.

Lunar eclipse occurs on a full moon day when the Earth comes in between the Sun and the
Moon and when all the three objects are aligned. A total lunar eclipse will occur when the whole
Moon comes under the umbral shadow of the Earth and the partial lunar eclipse occurs when
only a part of the Moon comes under the umbral shadow of the Earth.

A rare Super Blood Moon will be seen in the eastern sky on May 26 evening, just after a total
lunar eclipse, Director of MP Birla Planetarium and renowned astrophysicist Debiprasad Duari
said. “At perigee a full moon looks 30% bigger and 14% brighter than an average full moon. That
is the reason the full moon will shine brighter and also look bigger on that night,” he said.
Explaining the reason behind calling it a blood moon, Duari said as the totally eclipsed moon
takes a dark blackish red colour, it is called a blood moon. “This happens because of the
comparatively less deviation of the red part of the moon light through the earth’s atmosphere
and falling on the moon’s surface,” he said.
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The working group indicated future directions of research in astronomy
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INDIA REMAINS AMONG TOP REQUESTERS OF
FACEBOOK’S USER DATA

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: IT, Internet and Communications

Facebook also said in took action on more than 25 million pieces of hate speech content
between January and March this year.   | Photo Credit: Reuters

(Subscribe to our Today's Cache newsletter for a quick snapshot of top 5 tech stories. Click here
to subscribe for free.)

India’s government submitted the second-largest number of requests for user data from
Facebook during the last six months of 2020, falling only behind the U.S.

A total of 40,300 requests were made in India, nearly 13% more than the first six months last
year, of which 52% of requests were produced by Facebook. Globally, government requests
increased 10% between July and December compared with the first half of 2020, led by the
U.S., India, Germany, France, Brazil and the U.K., Facebook said in its half-yearly Transparency
report.

The world’s largest social network restricted access to 878 items in response to directions from
the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology for violation of 69A of the IT Act, 2000,
including content against security of the state and public order.

India topped the list of global internet disruptions in the same period with 48 instances of
shutdowns in Jammu and Kashmir. Internet disruptions refer to intentional restrictions on
connectivity that limit people’s ability to access the internet or specific websites and apps. Other
countries in the list include Myanmar, Yemen, Tanzania and Syria.

Also Read | Facebook users raise over $15 million for COVID-19 relief in India

Facebook also said in took action on more than 25 million pieces of hate speech content
between January and March this year.

The prevalence of hate speech on the platform decreased to about 0.06% of all views in the first
3 months of 2021, from about 0.08% in the last three months last year. This comes after the
Facebook allowed users to personalise their news feed and reduce problematic content,
according to the company.

The California-based company introduced artificial intelligence-powered tools last year to
combat hate speech and violent content on its platform, and said it helped filter inappropriate
content, according to the Community Standards Enforcement Report.
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Bengio is expected to lead a new AI research unit at Apple under John Giannandrea, senior vice
president of machine learning and AI strategy, two people familiar with the matter said.
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SCIENTISTS RESTORE PARTIAL SIGHT IN BLIND MAN
USING OPTOGENETIC THERAPY
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

Experimental setup. Behavioral responses and brain activity were simultaneously recorded
during the visual test. Credit: Sahel, JA., Boulanger-Scemama, E., Pagot, C. et al. Partial
recovery of visual function in a blind patient after optogenetic therapy. Nat Med (2021).
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41591-021-01351-4  

Scientists have for the first time managed to partially restore the sight of a blind patient by
altering his cells, according to the results of a groundbreaking study published on Monday.

The technique known as optogenetics, which has been developed in the field of neuroscience
over the last 20 years, involves genetically altering cells so they produce more light-sensitive
proteins.

In some cases of blindness, known as inherited photoreceptor diseases, light-sensing cells in
the retina that use proteins to deliver visual information to the brain via the optic nerve
progressively degenerate.

Scientists in Europe and the U.S. recruited a man who had lost his sight due to an inherited
photoreceptor disease 40 years ago and began treating him with optogenetic techniques.

This involved injections in his eye and several months of stimulation with light emitting goggles,
which transformed images of the visual world into light pulses projected into the retina in real
time.

In a clinical first, they were able to restore partial sight for the 58-year old patient, leaving him
able to recognise, count, locate and touch different objects laid out on a table in front of him.

Jose-Alain Sahel, lead study author from France's Sorbonne University and National Centre for
Scientific Research, said the trial provided proof-of-concept confirmation that it was possible to
use optogenetics to restore sight in humans. "Importantly, blind patients with different kinds of
neurodegenerative photoreceptor disease and a functional optic nerve will potentially be eligible
for the treatment," he said.

"However, it will take time until this therapy can be offered to patients," added Sahel, who is also
a professor at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine's Department of Ophthalmology.

During the tests, the patient was able to locate and touch a notebook on a table in front of him
92% of the time while wearing the goggles. Without them, he was unable to perform any visual
task.

Botond Roska, from the Institute of Molecular and Clinical Ophthalmology Basel, said that the
patient was initially frustrated as he could not perceive objects even after months of training with
the goggles.

"And then spontaneously, be started to get very excited, reporting that he was able to see and
getting very excited about this achievement," said Roska, who co-authored the study published

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-021-01351-4
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in the journal Nature Research Journals.
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The working group indicated future directions of research in astronomy
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THE INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (INTERMEDIARY
GUIDELINES AND DIGITAL MEDIA ETHICS CODE)
RULES, 2021

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: IT, Internet and Communications

The Information Technology (Intermediary Guidelines and Digital Media Ethics Code) Rules,
2021 were notified on February 25, 2021.  The Rules have been notified under the
Information Technology Act, 2000.  The Act provides for the regulation of electronic
transactions and cybercrime.  The 2021 Rules replace the Information Technology
(Intermediaries Guidelines) Rules, 2011. 
 

●

Due diligence by intermediaries: Intermediaries are entities that store or transmit data on
behalf of other persons.  Intermediaries include internet or telecom service providers, online
marketplaces, and social media platforms.  The due diligence to be observed by
intermediaries includes: (i) informing users about rules and regulations, privacy policy, and
terms and conditions for usage of its services, (ii) blocking access to unlawful information
within 36 hours upon an order from the Court, or the government, and (iii) retaining
information collected for the registration of a user for 180 days after cancellation or
withdrawal of registration.  Intermediaries are required to report cybersecurity incidents and
share related information with the Indian Computer Emergency Response Team.
 

●

Significant social media intermediaries: A social media intermediary with registered
users in India above a threshold (to be notified) will be classified as Significant Social Media
Intermediaries.  Additional due diligence to be observed by these intermediaries include: (i)
appointing a chief compliance officer to ensure compliance with the IT Act and the Rules, (ii)
appointing a grievance officer residing in India, and (iii) publishing a monthly compliance
report. 
 

●

Intermediaries which provide messaging as a primary service must enable the identification
of the first originator of the information on its platform.  This originator must be disclosed if
required by an order from the Court or the government.  Such order will be passed for
specified purposes including investigation of offences related to sovereignty and security of
the state, public order, or sexual violence.  No such order will be passed if less intrusive
means are effective in identifying the originator of the information.  The intermediary will not
be required to disclose the contents of any communication.  If the first originator is located
outside India, the first originator of that information within India will be deemed to be the first
originator.
 

●

Code of Ethics for Digital Media Publishers: The Rules prescribe the code of ethics to be
observed by publishers of digital media including: (i) news and current affairs content
providers, and (ii) online curated content providers (also known as OTT platforms).  For
news and current affairs, the following existing codes will apply: (i) norms of journalistic
conduct formulated by the Press Council of India, (ii) programme code under the Cable
Television Networks Regulation Act, 1995.  For OTT platforms, the requirements include: (i)

●
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classifying content in age-appropriate categories as specified, (ii) implementing an age
verification mechanism for access to adult content, and access control measures such as
parental controls, and (iii) improving accessibility of content for disabled persons.
 
Grievance redressal:  The Rules require the intermediaries and digital media publishers to
provide for a grievance redressal mechanism.  The intermediaries are required to designate
a grievance officer to address complaints against violation of the Rules.  Complaints must
be acknowledged within 24 hours and disposed of within 15 days.
 

●

In case of digital media publishers (news and OTT), a three-tier grievance redressal
mechanism will be in place for dealing with complaints regarding content: (i) self-regulation
by the publishers, (ii) self-regulation by the self-regulating bodies of the publishers, and (iii)
oversight mechanism by the central government.  The publisher will appoint a grievance
redressal officer based in India and address complaints within 15 days.  As part of the
oversight mechanism, the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting (MIB) will establish an
Inter-Departmental Committee to hear grievances not addressed by self-regulatory bodies
and also oversee adherence to the code of ethics.
 

●

Blocking of content in case of emergency: In case of emergencies, the authorised
officers may examine digital media content and the Secretary, MIB may pass an interim
direction for blocking of such content.  The final order for blocking content will be passed
only after the approval by the Inter-Departmental Committee.  In case of non-approval from
the Committee, the content must be unblocked. 

●

 

DISCLAIMER: This document is being furnished to you for your information.  You may choose to
reproduce or redistribute this report for non-commercial purposes in part or in full to any other
person with due acknowledgement of PRS Legislative Research (“PRS”).  The opinions
expressed herein are entirely those of the author(s).  PRS makes every effort to use reliable and
comprehensive information, but PRS does not represent that the contents of the report are
accurate or complete.  PRS is an independent, not-for-profit group.  This document has been
prepared without regard to the objectives or opinions of those who may receive it. 
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INDIA RESPONDS TO WHATSAPP, SAYS NO
INTENTION TO VIOLATE RIGHT OF PRIVACY

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: IT, Internet and Communications

The Indian government on Wednesday said that it respects the "Right of Privacy" and has no
intention to violate it when WhatsApp is required to disclose the origin of a particular message.

The statement by the Ministry of Electronics and IT (MEITY) comes hours after the social
messaging app filed a lawsuit in Delhi High Court challenging the government's new digital rules
saying the requirement for the company to provide access to encrypted messages will break
privacy protections.

"Such requirements are only in case when a particular message is required for prevention,
investigation or punishment of serious offences such as sexually explicit content," the statement
added.

"The Government of India recognises that ‘Right to Privacy" is a Fundamental right and is
committed to ensure the same to its citizens," the ministry added.

However, it added that as per all established judicial dictum, "no Fundamental Right, including
the Right to Privacy, is absolute and it is subject to reasonable restrictions. The requirements in
the Intermediary Guidelines pertaining to the first originator of information are an example of
such a reasonable restriction."

On this issue, IT minister Ravi Shankar Prasad has said, “the Government of India is committed
to ensuring the Right of Privacy to all its citizens but at the same time it is also the responsibility
of the government to maintain law and order and ensure national security."

Prasad also stated that “none of the measures proposed by India will impact the normal
functioning of WhatsApp in any manner whatsoever and for the common users, there will be no
impact."

The IT ministry also clarified that the rule of the Intermediary Guidelines is examined through the
test of proportionality then that test is also met. The cornerstone of this test is whether a lesser
effective alternative remedy exists. "As per the Intermediary Guidelines, the originator of
information can only be traced in a scenario where other remedies have proven to be ineffective,
making the same a last resort measure. Moreover, such information can only be sought as per a
process sanctioned by the law thereby incorporating sufficient legal safeguards."

On February 25, the government had announced tighter regulations for social media firms,
requiring them to remove any content flagged by authorities within 36 hours and setting up a
robust complaint redressal mechanism with an officer being based in the country.

The new rules were announced in February which requires large social media platforms to follow
additional due diligence, including the appointment of a chief compliance officer, nodal contact
person and resident grievance officer.

In the statement today, the ministry added that it is very important to note that such an order, to
trace first originator, under the said guidelines shall be passed only for the purposes of
prevention, investigation, punishment etc. of inter alia an offence relating to sovereignty, integrity
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and security of India, public order incitement to an offence relating to rape, sexually explicit
material or child sexual abuse material punishable with imprisonment for not less than five
years.

It is in public interest that who started the mischief leading to such crime must be detected and
punished. "We cannot deny as to how in cases of mob lynching and riots etc. repeated
WhatsApp messages are circulated and recirculated whose content are already in public
domain. Hence the role of who originated is very important," it stated.

Citing the intermediary status guidelines, the government further added that rules have been
framed after consultation with various stakeholders and social media intermediaries, including
but not limited to WhatsApp.

Here's what India stated about WhatsApp's functioning in the country:

After October 2018, no specific objection has been made by WhatsApp to Government of India
in writing relating to the requirement to trace the first originator in relation to serious offences.
They have generally sought time to extend the time for enforcement of guidelines but did not
make any formal reference that traceability is not possible.

WhatsApp’s challenge, at the very last moment, and despite having sufficient time and
opportunity available during consultation process and after the rules were enacted, to the
Intermediary Guidelines is an unfortunate attempt to prevent the same from coming into effect.

Any operations being run in India are subject to the law of the land. WhatsApp’s refusal to
comply with the guidelines is a clear act of defiance of a measure whose intent can certainly not
be doubted.

At one end, WhatsApp seeks to mandate a privacy policy wherein it will share the data of all its
user with its parent company, Facebook, for marketing and advertising purposes.

On the other hand, WhatsApp makes every effort to refuse the enactment of the Intermediary
Guidelines which are necessary to uphold law and order and curb the menace of fake news.

WhatsApp defends its refusal to enact the Intermediary Guidelines by carving out an exception
that messages on the platform are end to end encrypted.

It is pertinent to note that the rule to trace the first originator of information is mandatory for each
and every significant social media intermediary, irrespective of their method of operation.

Furthermore, Prasad said, “the entire debate on whether encryption would be maintained or not
is misplaced. Whether Right to Privacy is ensured through using encryption technology or some
other technology is entirely the purview of the social media intermediary. The Government of
India is committed to ensuring Right of Privacy to all its citizens as well as have the means and
the information necessary to ensure public order and maintain national security. It is WhatsApp’s
responsibility to find a technical solution, whether through encryption or otherwise, that both
happen."

As a significant social media intermediary, WhatsApp seeks safe harbour protection as per the
provisions of the Information Technology Act. However, in a befuddling act, they seek to avoid
responsibility and refuse to enact the very steps which permit them a safe harbour provision, the
ministry stated.
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The government also added that these new digital rules are not enacted in isolation but have
global precedence.

In July 2019, the governments of the United Kingdom, United States, Australia, New Zealand
and Canada issued a communique, concluding that: “tech companies should include
mechanisms in the design of their encrypted products and services whereby governments,
acting with appropriate legal authority, can gain access to data in a readable and usable format."

The statement also clarified that what India is asking for is significantly much less than what
some of the other countries have demanded. Therefore, "WhatsApp’s attempt to portray the
Intermediary Guidelines of India as contrary to the right to privacy is misguided."

On the contrary in India, privacy is a fundamental right subject to reasonable restrictions. The
new rule is an example of such a reasonable restriction.

"It would be foolhardy to doubt the objective behind the Intermediary Guidelines, which aims to
protect law and order," the government added.

"All sufficient safeguards have also been considered as it is clearly stated that it is not any
individual who can trace the first originator of information. However, the same can only be done
by a process sanctioned by the law. Additionally, this has also been developed as a last resort
measure, only in scenarios where other remedies have proven to be ineffective," the statement
further adde
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BEST FROM SCIENCE JOURNALS: HOW MEMORIES
ARE STRENGTHENED DURING SLEEP
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

(Subscribe to Science For All, our weekly newsletter, where we aim to take the jargon out of
science and put the fun in. Click here.)

Published in Nature Communications

How does our brain strengthen memories? It is long known that while we sleep, our brain
reactivates previously learnt information and solidifies memories in the neocortical long-term
stores. A new study has now shown an intricate interplay of brain activities that enables this
reactivation. They noted that two patterns (slow oscillations, sleep spindles) that occur during
our non-rapid eye movement sleep play an important role.

Published in Science

The quest for new carbon allotropes (different forms of the same element) other than graphene
has kept scientists busy for years. New carbon networks such as graphenylene and biphenylene
have been predicted to have better mechanical, electronic, and transport properties. An
international team of researchers has now synthesised an ultra-flat biphenylene network made
up of four-, six-, and eight-membered rings of carbon atoms.

Published in PNAS

Clownfish, star of the movie Finding Nemo, dons an orange coat with white stripes. A new study
has now found how these stripes are formed. The international team found that thyroid
hormones regulate the white bar formation and the speed at which these bars are formed
depends on the species of sea anemone in which the clownfish live.

Published in Current Biology

A novel conservation strategy known as ‘headstarting’ has saved the population of bridled
nailtail wallabies from the brink of extinction. In this method, young wallabies were isolated from
their main predators - feral cats - during the critical early life stage before being returned to the
wild. The paper notes that this improves juvenile survival and this method can be recruited in
populations facing a high level of threats.

Published in Genome Research

By giving small amounts of sucrose supplemented with cocaine to fruit flies, researchers have
now decoded its effect on brain cells. The team studied over 88,000 cells and gene expressions
in the flies. Geneticist Trudy Mackay, one of the corresponding authors of the study explains in a
release: "Now, we can see what genes are expressed when exposed to cocaine and whether
there are Federal Drug Administration-approved drugs that could be tested, perhaps first in the
fly model. This is a baseline. We can now leverage this work to understand potential therapy."

Our code of editorial values
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Powered by solar energy, Zhurong will also look for signs of ancient life, including any
subsurface water and ice
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WHY IS TODAY’S LUNAR ECLIPSE SPECIAL?
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

The lunar eclipse on May 26 is going to be a special event, because not only is it the first lunar
eclipse of 2021, but also a supermoon and a red blood moon.

Combined to be called the super “blood” moon, it will be visible across the Pacific, as well as the
western half of North America, bottom of South America and eastern Asia. However, only few
places in India will be able to see a partial eclipse close to the eastern horizon after moonrise.
The partial eclipse will be visible in some parts of West Bengal, some coastal parts of Odisha
and Andaman & Nicobar Islands. But you can catch the total eclipse from other parts of the
world live online.

Better look quick: The total eclipse will last about 15 minutes as Earth passes directly between
the moon and the sun. But the entire show will last five hours, as Earth's shadow gradually
covers the moon, then starts to ebb.

“Hawaii has the best seat in the house and then short of that will be California and the Pacific
Northwest,” said NASA’s Noah Petro, project scientist for the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter.
New Zealand and Australia also will have prime viewing.

The Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter, which circles the moon, will measure temperature changes
on the lunar surface during the eclipse. Telescopes atop Hawaii’s Mauna Kea also will monitor
the moon, Petro said.

Everyone everywhere, though, can still soak in the brighter than usual moon, weather permitting.

Unlike a solar eclipse, there's no harm in looking at an eclipsed moon.

The next total lunar eclipse will be in May 2022. The last one was in January 2019.

The moon’s orbit around the earth is distinctly elliptical. The point when the moon is closest to
the earth is called Perigee and the point when it is farthest from it is called Apogee. When a full
moon occurs at its perigee, it is called a supermoon. It is a rare event, as it has to satisfy two
conditions – the moon must be closest to the earth and it should be a full moon. At this point, the
moon is observed to be 30% brighter and appears 14% larger.

During totality, the moon may turn red or coppery. This happens because some light from the
sun passes through earth's atmosphere and is bent towards the moon. While other colours in
the spectrum are blocked and scattered by the atmosphere, red makes it through. And people
call it blood moon.

When the Moon is completely covered by Earth's shadow it will darken, but doesn't go
completely black. Instead, it takes on a red color, which is why total lunar eclipses are
sometimes called red or blood moons.

Sunlight contains all colors of visible light. The particles of gas that make up Earth's atmosphere
are more likely to scatter blue wavelengths of light while redder wavelengths pass through. This
is called Rayleigh scattering, and it's why the sky is blue and sunrises and sunsets are often red.

In the case of a lunar eclipse, red light can pass through the Earth's atmosphere and is refracted
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– or bent – toward the Moon, while blue light is filtered out. This leaves the moon with a pale
reddish hue during an eclipse.
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Powered by solar energy, Zhurong will also look for signs of ancient life, including any
subsurface water and ice
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DRDO DEVELOPS CRITICAL NEAR ISOTHERMAL
FORGING TECHNOLOGY FOR AEROENGINES
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) has established the near isothermal
forging technology to produce all the five stages of high-pressure compressors (HPC) discs out
of difficult-to-deform titanium alloy using its unique 2000 MT isothermal forge press. The
technology has been developed by Defence Metallurgical Research Laboratory (DMRL), a
premier metallurgical laboratory of DRDO at Hyderabad. This is a crucial technology for
establishing self-reliance in aeroengine technology.  With this development, India has joined the
league of limited global engine developers to have the manufacturing capabilities of such critical
aero engine components. 

To meet the bulk production requirements, DMRL technology was transferred to M/s MIDHANI
through a licensing agreement for technology transfer (LAToT). Using the isothermal forge press
facility available at DMRL, Hyderabad, bulk quantity (200 numbers) of HPC disc forgings
pertaining to various compressor stages have been jointly (DMRL & MIDHANI) produced and
successfully supplied to HAL (E), Bengaluru for fitment in to Adour Engine that powers the
Jaguar/Hawk Aircrafts. 

In India, the Adour engine is overhauled by HAL (E), Bengaluru under a licensed manufacturing
agreement with OEM. Like in any aeroengine, the HPC Drum assembly has to be replaced after
a specified number of operations or in case of damage. The annual requirements of these high
value HPC discs are quite large, warranting indigenisation. HPC drum is a highly stressed sub-
assembly and is also subjected to low cycle fatigue and creep at elevated temperature. The raw
materials and forgings for HPC drum are required to be of the highest quality which can meet
the specified combination of static and dynamic mechanical properties. 

DMRL developed this forging technology by integrating various science and knowledge-based
tools. The methodology adopted by DMRL is generic in nature and can be tuned to develop
other similar aeroengine components.  The compressor discs produced using this methodology
met all the requirements stipulated by the airworthiness agencies for the desired application.
Accordingly, the technology was type certified and letter of technical approval (LoTA) was
accorded. Based on the exhaustive component level and performance evaluation test results,
HAL (E) and Indian Air Force cleared the components for engine fitment. Apart from DMRL and
HAL (E), various agencies such as MIDHANI, CEMILAC and DGAQA worked in unison to
establish this crucial technology. 

Raksha Mantri Shri Rajnath Singh has congratulated the scientists of DRDO, Industry and all
other agencies involved in the development of this critical Aero Engine related technology. 

Secretary Department of Defence R&D and Chairman DRDO Dr G Satheesh Reddy expressed
his satisfaction on achieving this crucial milestone and congratulated the teams involved.
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ABB/Nampi/DK/Savvy/ADA

Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) has established the near isothermal
forging technology to produce all the five stages of high-pressure compressors (HPC) discs out
of difficult-to-deform titanium alloy using its unique 2000 MT isothermal forge press. The
technology has been developed by Defence Metallurgical Research Laboratory (DMRL), a
premier metallurgical laboratory of DRDO at Hyderabad. This is a crucial technology for
establishing self-reliance in aeroengine technology.  With this development, India has joined the
league of limited global engine developers to have the manufacturing capabilities of such critical
aero engine components. 

To meet the bulk production requirements, DMRL technology was transferred to M/s MIDHANI
through a licensing agreement for technology transfer (LAToT). Using the isothermal forge press
facility available at DMRL, Hyderabad, bulk quantity (200 numbers) of HPC disc forgings
pertaining to various compressor stages have been jointly (DMRL & MIDHANI) produced and
successfully supplied to HAL (E), Bengaluru for fitment in to Adour Engine that powers the
Jaguar/Hawk Aircrafts. 

In India, the Adour engine is overhauled by HAL (E), Bengaluru under a licensed manufacturing
agreement with OEM. Like in any aeroengine, the HPC Drum assembly has to be replaced after
a specified number of operations or in case of damage. The annual requirements of these high
value HPC discs are quite large, warranting indigenisation. HPC drum is a highly stressed sub-
assembly and is also subjected to low cycle fatigue and creep at elevated temperature. The raw
materials and forgings for HPC drum are required to be of the highest quality which can meet
the specified combination of static and dynamic mechanical properties. 

DMRL developed this forging technology by integrating various science and knowledge-based
tools. The methodology adopted by DMRL is generic in nature and can be tuned to develop
other similar aeroengine components.  The compressor discs produced using this methodology
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met all the requirements stipulated by the airworthiness agencies for the desired application.
Accordingly, the technology was type certified and letter of technical approval (LoTA) was
accorded. Based on the exhaustive component level and performance evaluation test results,
HAL (E) and Indian Air Force cleared the components for engine fitment. Apart from DMRL and
HAL (E), various agencies such as MIDHANI, CEMILAC and DGAQA worked in unison to
establish this crucial technology. 

Raksha Mantri Shri Rajnath Singh has congratulated the scientists of DRDO, Industry and all
other agencies involved in the development of this critical Aero Engine related technology. 

Secretary Department of Defence R&D and Chairman DRDO Dr G Satheesh Reddy expressed
his satisfaction on achieving this crucial milestone and congratulated the teams involved.
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Source : www.thehindu.com Date : 2021-05-30

EXPLAINED
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: IT, Internet and Communications

The story so far: On May 25, Facebook’s messaging platform WhatsApp moved the Delhi High
Court against India’s new Information Technology rules. May 25 was the deadline for IT
intermediaries to comply with the new rules, the Information Technology (Intermediary
Guidelines and Digital Media Ethics Code) Rules 2021, notified in February.

Under the new rules, a “significant social media intermediary providing services primarily in the
nature of messaging shall enable the identification of the first originator of the information on its
computer resource as may be required by a judicial order…” This is the rule WhatsApp finds
problematic.

Centre accuses WhatsApp of attempt to stall norms

To simplify, a significant social media intermediary, as per the new norms, is a social media
intermediary which has more than 50 lakh registered users. WhatsApp, which reportedly has
close to half a billion users in India, is a significant social media intermediary. It is also a service
“primarily in the nature of messaging”. The rules, therefore, require WhatsApp and those offering
messaging services and having a user base of over 50 lakh to be able to trace ‘problematic’
messages to their originators. The requirement is one of traceability, and WhatsApp is opposed
to it.

WhatsApp’s messaging system is end-to-end encrypted, which means, in its own words, “only
you and the person you’re communicating with can read what’s sent, and nobody in between,
not even WhatsApp”. This has been the case since 2016. The encryption protocol that it uses is
one that was developed by Open Whisper Systems, which is well known for its Signal app.

Traceability, according to WhatsApp, is a threat to user privacy.

In a blog entry, titled What is traceability and why does WhatsApp oppose it?, it argues that
traceability would end up “breaking the very guarantees that end-to-end encryption provide”. It
says, “In order to trace even one message, services would have to trace every message.” The
reason it says this is because there is no way to know what a government would want to
investigate in the future.

A WhatsApp spokesperson has been quoted in The Hindu as saying that: “Requiring messaging
apps to ‘trace’ chats is the equivalent of asking us to keep a fingerprint of every single message
sent on WhatsApp, which would break end-to-end encryption and fundamentally undermines
people’s right to privacy.”

Further, in its blog, WhatsApp has said that traceability violates human rights. It says, “Innocent
people could get caught up in investigations, or even go to jail, for sharing content that later
becomes problematic in the eyes of a government, even if they did not mean any harm by
sharing it in the first place.” This, it says, could pertain to cases where people shared something
just out of concern or for checking its accuracy.

WhatsApp users have nothing to fear: Ravi Shankar Prasad

WhatsApp also says traceability doesn’t work. It gives an example: “If you simply downloaded an
image and shared it, took a screenshot and resent it, or sent an article on WhatsApp that

https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/technology/internet/whatsapp-sues-govt-says-new-media-rules-mean-end-to-privacy/article34646518.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/technology/internet/whatsapp-sues-govt-says-new-media-rules-mean-end-to-privacy/article34646518.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/govt-announces-new-social-media-rules/article33931290.ece
https://www.meity.gov.in/writereaddata/files/Intermediary_Guidelines_and_Digital_Media_Ethics_Code_Rules-2021.pdf
https://www.meity.gov.in/writereaddata/files/Intermediary_Guidelines_and_Digital_Media_Ethics_Code_Rules-2021.pdf
https://faq.whatsapp.com/general/security-and-privacy/what-is-traceability-and-why-does-whatsapp-oppose-it/?lang=en
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someone emailed you, you would be determined to be the originator of that content.” And that is
why it reckons that “tracing messages would be ineffective and highly susceptible to abuse”.

Even without traceability, WhatsApp says, “We respond to valid requests by providing the limited
categories of information available to us, consistent with applicable law and policy. We also have
a team devoted to assisting law enforcement 24/7 with emergencies involving imminent harm or
risk of death or serious physical injury. We consistently receive feedback from law enforcement
that our responses to requests help solve crimes and bring people to justice.”

WhatsApp has also cited the pro-privacy arguments of organisations such as Mozilla, Access
Now, Internet Society, Center for Democracy and Technology, Stanford Internet Observatory,
Electronic Frontier Foundation, and Internet Freedom Foundation to bolster its point.

In the U.S., for instance, WhatsApp, under different requirements of law, may be compelled to
share the name, start date of the service, last seen date, IP address, email address, numbers
blocked by the user, ‘about’ information, profile photos, group information, and address book.

Editorial | Fitful approach: On WhatsApp privacy policy and need for data protection laws

Electronics & Information Technology Minister Ravi Shankar Prasad has said the government “is
committed to ensure the Right of Privacy to all its citizens but at the same time it is also the
responsibility of the government to maintain law and order and ensure national security.”

A release by the Ministry of Electronics and IT elaborates on two legal points related to the
traceability requirement. The first is regarding reasonable restrictions, or the conditions that
could trigger a traceability order by a court. The release says, “No Fundamental Right, including
the Right to Privacy, is absolute and it is subject to reasonable restrictions.” A traceability order
shall only come about, as Rule 4(2) states, “for the purposes of prevention, detection,
investigation, prosecution or punishment of an offence related to the sovereignty and integrity of
India, the security of the State, friendly relations with foreign States, or public order, or of
incitement to an offence relating to the above or in relation with rape, sexually explicit material or
child sexual abuse material, punishable with imprisonment for a term of not less than five years”.

The second legal argument is about the test of proportionality, the cornerstone of which, as the
release says, “is whether a lesser effective alternative remedy exists”. The traceability measure
will be a measure of “last resort”, according to the release, which cites the rule in this regard.
The rules further state that “in complying with an order for identification of the first originator, no
significant social media intermediary shall be required to disclose the contents of any electronic
message, any other information related to the first originator, or any information related to its
other users”.

Centre asks WhatsApp to withdraw privacy policy update

The Ministry has also criticised WhatsApp for making “no specific objection” to this requirement
till date. The release says, “Any operations being run in India are subject to the law of the land.
WhatsApp’s refusal to comply with the guidelines is a clear act of defiance of a measure whose
intent can certainly not be doubted.”

It also makes a reference to another issue where WhatsApp and the government have a
difference of opinion. It says, “At one end, WhatsApp seeks to mandate a privacy policy wherein
it will share the data of all its users with its parent company, Facebook, for marketing and
advertising purposes. On the other hand, WhatsApp makes every effort to refuse the enactment
of the Intermediary Guidelines which are necessary to uphold law and order and curb the

https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/centre-asks-whatsapp-to-withdraw-privacy-policy-update/article34594720.ece
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menace of fake news.”

This pertains to the Indian Government’s opposition to WhatsApp’s privacy update. The privacy
update was announced for February but was postponed following a severe backlash from users
in India, some of whom moved to alternatives such as Signal. The government, which filed a
case against the privacy update in the Delhi High Court, has argued that privacy, data security
and individual choice are at stake. The privacy update will ensure that users will no longer be
able to stop WhatsApp from sharing data with its parent Facebook, and the only way they can
prevent this is by deleting their accounts.

WhatsApp scraps May 15 deadline for accepting privacy policy terms

While welcoming strong encryption as a means of safeguarding user privacy, the communiqué,
however, said, “We are concerned where companies deliberately design their systems in a way
that precludes any form of access to content, even in case of the most serious crime. This
approach puts citizens and society at risk by severely eroding a company’s ability to identify and
respond to the most harmful illegal content... Tech companies should include mechanism[s] in
the design of their encrypted products and services whereby governments, acting with
appropriate legal authority, can obtain access to data in a readable and usable format.”

Antony Clement Rubin vs Union of India was one of the recent prominent cases where the
question of traceability was discussed (there were other similar cases as well). This came up
initially in the Madras High Court as a petition to link users’ Aadhaar number with their social
media accounts. The Supreme Court of India eventually took over the case but not before
technical solutions on tracing the originator were heard. WhatsApp has maintained all along the
impossibility of traceability coexisting with end-to-end encryption. The last hearing in this case
was in early 2020.
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To empathise with netizens on the mental health front and to give them more control of their
social media, Instagram and Facebook are officially rolling out the option to remove ‘likes’

The software giant made several announcements on day one that included bringing one of the
most powerful language models, GPT-3, to its Power Platform; new features and tools for
Teams developers; and introducing PyTorch Enterprise on Azure.
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RESISTING WORMS
Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and

effects in everyday life

Roundworm.   | Photo Credit: HeitiPaves

Do worms have an immune system? How do they fight infections?

Roundworms (Caenorhabditis elegans) are animals that lack dedicated immune cells. But they
are constantly under attack from viruses and fungal parasites called microsporidia.

Researchers from the U.S have now decoded the complex dynamics that are involved in how
these organisms sense an infection. The paper published last month (Plos Pathogens) notes
worms can sense changes in their metabolism and then unleash protective defenses, even if
they don't directly sense the pathogens.

The team studied an important biological pathway in the worms – the purine metabolism
pathway. The results suggest that the host has developed ways to sense the theft of purine
metabolites. It seems that when these key cellular building blocks are stolen by the pathogen,
the host senses this theft to mount an immune response to the pathogen, explains first author
Eillen Tecle in a release.

The team adds that studying worms can also shed light on some purine-related compound
mutations seen in human diseases. Lead author Emily R. Troemel added in a release that in the
context of the COVID-19 pandemic, it's important to study these questions of immunity in lots of
different systems to build new tools so that we can learn how to prevent and treat infections.
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NASA RELEASES STUNNING NEW PICTURE OF MILKY
WAY

Relevant for: Science & Technology | Topic: Space Technology & related matters

This false-color X-ray and radio frequency image made available by NASA on Friday, May 28,
2021 shows threads of superheated gas and magnetic fields at the center of the Milky Way
galaxy.   | Photo Credit: AP

NASA has released a stunning new picture of our galaxy’s violent, super-energised “downtown.”

It's a composite of 370 observations over the past two decades by the orbiting Chandra X-ray
Observatory, depicting billions of stars and countless black holes in the center, or heart, of the
Milky Way. A radio telescope in South Africa also contributed to the image, for contrast.

Astronomer Daniel Wang of the University of Massachusetts Amherst said in an email: “What we
see in the picture is a violent or energetic ecosystem in our galaxy’s downtown...There are a lot
of supernova remnants, black holes, and neutron stars there. Each X-ray dot or feature
represents an energetic source, most of which are in the center.”

This busy, high-energy galactic center is 26,000 light years away. His work appears in the June
issue of the Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society.

Launched in 1999, Chandra is in an extreme oval orbit around Earth.
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